Our goal with the Cider Club is to provide you a wide diversity of cider to showcase the many styles
of the world. We were recently struck by the expressive quality of Les Capriades’ 1st edition cider
and Poire — they show oﬀ ﬂavors only French ciders can! Frukt Stereo is a zero-zero cider that’s
fresh and fun. ’Franc-enstein’ collab shows we can have nice things if we work together! :-)
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Les Capriades….
Key Words:

Brittany [Bretagne], France

Petillant-Naturel

Organically-Farmed

Hand-Disgorged

No SO2 Added

1st Cider Release!

French ciders hit differently. Their impactful, layered flavors carry golden-perfected apple fruit and earthy-rusticity more reliably than perhaps anywhere else in the world. French ciders have
typicity. They feel unique in their upfront tannic presence, which adds a veneer of textural complexity and impression of density. Plus, they look so… glowingly appley in the glass. Many French
AOC/AOPs require ciders to pass taste tests — eye-checks, even — in order to qualify under specific cider regions (appellations). So, we can rely on French cider to be experiential with a
surprising depth of fruit, tannin structure, and ripeness wrapped in distinct rusticity.
Les Capriades produces wine as well as cider. Their sparkling program in particular has captured world’s attention; Les Capriades only makes Pet-Nat (Petillant-Naturel). Pet-Nat is a style of
sparkling beverage that harkens back to old school methods. In this case, cider juice finishes fermentation in the bottle without the additional ‘secondary fermentation’ seen in the traditional
Champagne method. Pet-Nats don’t spend years aging under lees like in Champagne, often making them fresher with livelier fruit. Pet-Nats don’t spend years aging under lees like in Champagne
and this means Pet-Nats feel fresher with livelier fruit. There’s a clarity to their flavors, but an unkemptness, too. Pet-Nats are best when this candid approach translates into a beverage of
honesty and grace, even if slightly rustic. Of note: the tops to both Les Capriades we’ve packed are reusable! What a fantastic idea. What a fantastic idea. WHAT A FANTASTIC IDEA. It was a
challenge to get these reusable closures authorized for use but it would be so cool to see more tops like these. This is actually Les Capriades’ first commercial cider release!

Cidre 2019 — Douce coët ligné (French variety typically found south of Bretagne), Douce moën (Cornouaille [Bretagne] variety), Marie Ménard (Bretagne cider apple)
Poire dès Loup 2019 — 100% Poire dès Loup, known as the “Champagne of Pears”. Looks for elegant tropical fruit. This has perfect balance!
Pascal Potaire, disgorging

Frukt Stereo Ciderday Night Fever 2020
Key Words:

Skåne, Sweden

85% Foraged/Organic Apples

Spontaneous Fermentation (Partly in Amphora)

Hand-Disgorged

No Additions!

Cider is hip and these two Swedish Somms know it. Karl Sjöström and Mikael Nypelius were bit by the natural wine bug while working basically each and every position offered in ‘a restaurant’.
They began as lowly dishwashers, departed as sommeliers and didn’t stop there. Enchanted by the ancestral methods of the natural wine movement and determined to get quality produce and
beverages into people’s hands, Karl & Mikael started their own import company. But hey, why stop there? So, they created Frukt Stereo: Their own label of cider-centric fruit-wine that foregoes
any and all additives (yeast, sulfite, sorbate, etc.) besides the not-so-occasional fruit, honey, or even wort! The Ciderday Night Fever (CNF) we’ve packed spontaneously ferments, ages (partially)
in amphora, has zero additions, and is comprised of 80% Ingrid-Marie & 20% ‘Aroma apples’. Ingrid-Marie (a genetic cross of Cox’s Orange Pippin and Guldborg) is the most prominently planted
variety in Sweden and while mainly used for eating fresh, Karl and Mikael manage to coax out a ton of acidity from this apple in CNF. On first pour, its strikingly bright and punches forward with
fresh sliced apple, juicy-fruit, and a whiff of briney volatile acidity. There is this hard to place orange-creamsicle, praline-like aroma that mixes with the juicy-fruit gum note.

Karl Sjöström and Mikael Nypelius

Angry Orchards / Ian Barry ‘Franc-enstein’
Key Words:

New York, USA

Cider-Grape Blend

Whole Cluster Cabernet Franc (FLX, NY)

Northern Spy (NY State)

Bottle-Conditioned

Crushable, quaint, fresh and clean — this is a collaborative project between Ryan Burke (cidermaker) at Angry Orchards and Ian Barry (winemaker/owner) at Barry Family Cellars. Hold your ‘Angry’ criticisms for a hot
second. Angry Orchards and other large-scale ciders are gateway ciders. You find them everywhere, you find them on tap — they might be the first or only cider a bar or retailer brings in — because they’re cheap. These
six-pack offerings hit the bottom of the barrel of grace, complexity, and structure — yet, you’ve tried them. I don’t drink the mass-produced ciders today, but I used to before I understood the options and range we should
expect from quality cider. About 5+ years ago, Angry Orchards sought Ryan’s help to realign their focus and incorporate a more holistic approach to their cider-making and production. Ryan pulls together their large-scale
cider production but he also has a sling of micro-production side-projects, many collaborative, that touch on classic cider profiles from across the world, from keeved French to Spanish sidra. And, he makes these small

Ryan Burke

batch ciders (some under 1000L total production) with little to no filtration, and indigenous yeast fermentation when possible. This is not the Angry Orchard you are accustomed to drinking or disparaging. This is real cider.

